IN THE TIME
Originally from the American Midwest, Fortner Anderson has lived in Montréal since 1976. Known for the performances of his poems, he has been an active member of the Montréal spoken word scene for years prior to the use of the term “spoken word.” His poems have appeared on his solos discs: Sometimes I Think (Wired on words, 1999), Six Silk Purses (Wired on words, 2005) and He Sings (Wired on words, 2006). His newest disc Solitary Pleasures appears on &records in November 2011. He has performed his work at the Festival international de musique actuelle de Victoriaville, Poesiefestival Berlin (Germany), Live Biennale (Vancouver) and at Festival Internazionale di Poesia di Genova (Italy).

Christian Calon has been pushing boundaries since his adolescent years. The encounter of significant musical works and major artists encouraged his career path in sound, and the exploration of the listening experience and spatiality have since formed the core of his work. Marking his career as an independent artist, creative residencies led him to work in various institutions throughout North America and Europe. He was a guest composer at the GMEM (France), and lived in Berlin for several years thanks to an invitation from the DAAD, where he designed a digital spatialization matrix (1996) with a team of researchers from TU Berlin.
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In 2014, I produced a poetry CD in collaboration with sound artist, Chantal Dumas. Titled Havres, it consists of a three-person narrative played by José Acquelin, Catherine Kidd, and myself, respectively, and is enriched with phrases borrowed from Irish and Mohawk languages. Our starting point was the redesigned sites that make up part of Old Montreal. I chose to imagine three periods in our history: the arrival of the first newcomers who came into contact with the original inhabitants of this land; the construction of the Lachine Canal carried out by the newly-arrived Irish immigrants, and Expo 67.

I did not undertake this work without the benefit of a few reference points, of works and writings that have influenced me. These are all works where the audio is more than just background music, where words and sounds blend together to form a unique aural experience. In Phonésie, I brought together pieces where poetry and sound are interlaced, where music isn’t merely a decorative element in support of the poetic word, but where the two meet each other in dialogue through daring explorations, in mutual support of one another.

Personne ne sait que je t’aime unites the voices and poems of Martine Audet and José Acquelin. Published by Planète rebelle, the work is part of a collection titled Hôtel central, known for its focus on the performance of politically-engaged texts that favour the unique meeting of words and experimental music. The recording took place in a location with a particular acoustic character, skilfully captured by Michel F. Côté. (Book with CD published by Planète rebelle : planeterebelle.qc.ca)

In the Time is a track from Fortner Anderson’s triple CD titled Annunciations, which features nine pieces, each by a different composer. The result is an astonishingly diverse collection of audio works. The selected track’s sound design is by Christian Calon. Fortner Anderson is a pioneer of this type of performance, having collaborated with many other composers.